
N E W  C O L L E C T I O N

S T E P  B Y  S T E P



Inspired by one of the most 

unknown regions of the planet, 

the Amazon rainforest.  Eva 

Professional presents its most 

WILD AND 
MYSTERIOUS, 

collection, full of creativity and 

expressions based on nature.



BECKY
STEP BY STEP



Hair is sectioned into 4: Section 1: Triangle section on the crown. /  Section 2: From crown to behind 
right ear. / Section 3: From crown to behind left ear. / Section 4: Take a diamond section to isolate the 
fringe area.

Fringe section cut using a razor for texture to cheekbone. 

Front recession blunt cut to blend into fringe.

BECKY/HAIRCUT



Dry hair in preparation for colour. Freehand balayage on mid lengths and 
ends using Superblanc and Divina.Oxi 10vol. Wash with e-line Repair 
Shampoo and blast dry hair.

Apply color melting technique using Divina.One 5.20 (30gr) + Divina.One 
4.20 (30gr) + Divina.Oxi 10vol roots and blend out to Divina.One 6.20 
(55gr) + Divina.One 0.20 (5gr) + Divina.Oxi 10 vol using ratio 1:1’5.

BECKY/HAIR COLOUR



Wash hair using e-line Colour 
Shampoo and e-line Colour 
Conditioner. Apply Oh Là Là and 
dry. Use Technilack “2” to define 
the hairstyle.

BECKY/HAIRSTYLE



CAROLINE
STEP BY STEP



Divide the hair into 4 pie shaped sections.

From nape to crown area take 1cm herringbone sections and blunt cut to desired length.

Side sections blunt cut using back section as guide.

Cross check sections.

CAROLINE/HAIRCUT



Dry.

Take semi circular 
section at front of the 
head. Mix Superblanc 
+ Divina.Oxi 20vol + 
Vitamin Recharge Oh 
Là Là and apply it 2cm 
from the root to tip of 
hair in wick packs.

CAROLINE/HAIR COLOUR

Wash hair and blast dry. Take the same semi 
circular section at front hairline and apply Divina.
One 2.10 + Divina.Oxi 10vol in root melting 
technique, blend out to ends using Divina.One 
0.11 + Divina.Oxi 10vol and Divina.One 0.77 + 
Divina.Oxi 10vol on ends.



Wash the hair using e-line Color Shampoo and apply Carthamus Light Cream #44 Hydra.in.  Dry 
and finish the hairstyle.

CAROLINE/HAIRSTYLE



HOLLIE
STEP BY STEP



Front square 6cm deep section, for fringe 2 side sections. 

Section sides to behind ears.

Crown section layered using crown as shortest pivot. 

HOLLIE/HAIRCUT



Apply Vitamin Recharge Oh Là Là and dry in preparation for colour.

HOLLIE/HAIR COLOUR



Divide the front into 2 sections and divide the crown area into 3 sections. 

From the nape area up, apply Divina.One Diva 6.44 + Divina.Oxi 10vol 
and Divina.One 7.46 + Divina.Oxi 10vol alternating colour sections, 
finishing with Divina.One 7.46 + Divina.Oxi 10vol on the crown. 

HOLLIE/HAIR COLOUR



Dry the hair. Use products 
as e-line Ends Treatment or 
Technilack “2” in order to fix 
and finish the hairstyle.

Wash the hair 
using e-line Color 
Shampoo and apply 
Summum Babassu 
Serum.

HOLLIE/HAIRSTYLE



MARIA
STEP BY STEP



Take triangular section at the nape of the next. Nape section cut into a point middle section over 
directed to shorter sides to create graduation. Back crown sections over directed to nape. 

Front 2 sections over directed into 
back sections leaving length at front.

Refine sides giving a blunt look. Razor top long sections to give movement and remove bulk. A front 
triangular section disconnected. 

MARIA/HAIRCUT



MARIA/HAIR COLOUR

Hair is dried in preparation for colour.

Take a circle section at front hairline.  Apply Superblanc and Divina.Oxi 30vol to mid lengths and ends 
leaving 2cm root area.

Wash and blast dry.

Apply Divina.One 2.10 + Divina.Oxi 10vol to the root area and all dark areas of the hair. On pre-
lightened section at front, apply alternating slices of Divina.One 0.11 + Divina.Oxi 10vol and Divina.
One 0.17 (30gr.) + Divina.One 2.10 (5gr.) + Divina.Oxi 10vol.



Wash the hair using Sesamum Shampoo #10. Dry the hair and apply Casual Wax and Ecolack “3” 
in order to fix the result and define the hairstyle. 

MARIA/HAIRSTYLE
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